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ABS1'RACT
The structure of the wind field of a tropical cyclone can be
roughly described by three meaSl~ements: intensity (maximum wind), size
(extent of the v();'[hx) " and st~,\mgth (average wind speed of the vortex).
This paper eY~rnines the climatology, structure and possible physical
processes of tropical cyclones of different sizes. Records of tropical
cyclone sizes, as indicated by the radius of the outer closed isobar
(ROCI) are described for the period 1961-1969 in the western North
PaCific and 1957-1977 in the Atlantic. The climatology of cyclone sizes
confirms that typh.oons ue Chl1xMt~~:ristical1y twice as la:rge as
hurricanes. and aho :reveulsthat the typical size of cyclones varies
seasonally and regionally within ocean basins and is only weakly
correlated with cyclone inten.sity (maximum wind or minimum pressure).
Rawinsonde composites of lll:rjp and small tropical cyclones show that
large cyclones have much more relative angular momentum (RAM) than small
ones, while the differences in RAM between intense and weaker cyclones
of eqUivalent size are much less. Some of the implications of this
observation are discussed p and a hypothesis that cyclones grow as a
result of an increased convergence of angular momentum forced by their




Tropical cyclones have been the subject of extensive study for many
years - foreoasters have charted their traoks and described their
behavior in detail, and scientists have oompiled observations of these
storms and performed numerical experiments in an effort to unlock their
physios. These efforts have met with limited success - we know more
about tropical cyclones than we did 25 years ago, but some aspeots of
tropical cyclone meteorology have gone nearly untouched. In particular,
the structure of the hurricane vortex, in terms of its intensity,
strength and size, has yet to be fully described.
The term 'tropical cyclone' implies a neat classification. Yet
within this classification we find storms as diverse as cyclone 'Tracy',
which struck Darwin. Australia in 1974, and Supertyphoon 'Tip', which
occurred in the northwest Pacific in 1979. Tracy had gale force winds
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(17 m s ) over an area only 100 km across, though its peak winds of 65
-1m s made it a severe hurricane (Australian Bureau of Meteorology,
1977). Tip, on the other hand. spread gale force winds over a 2200 km
diameter, an area hundreds of times larger than Tracy (Dunnavan and
Diercks, 1980). Figure 1 shows two examples from the Atlantic basin.
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Camille had maximum winds of 85 m s , while Faith, though much larger,
-1
had only 50 m s winds. Even within a single season, tropical cyclones




Fig. 1. Surface pressure analyses for Camille, a small, intense
hurricane (left) and Faith, a larger but weaker one (right).
The issue of cyclone size is not unimportant, either. A small,
intense hurricane or typhoon is easily avoided by shipping, while a
larger, yet weaker one, can produce heavy seas over a large area and
greatly hamper sea traffic. Other practical concerns come to mind: do
large hurricanes break up over land less rapidly, carrying damaging
winds inland far enough to reach populated areas which would otherwise
go untouched? Will a large cyclone produce more tornadoes or torrential
rains than a smaller one? One of the purposes of the research being
presented in this paper is to make these and other investigations
possible at a later date by building a data set and climatology of
cyclone size. These are described in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.
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Equally important are the implications cyclone size has on cyclone
dynamics. Large cyclones spread relatively high winds over a larger
area and are thus exposed to greater surface losses of angular momentum
and kinetic energy, but also gain more moisture through evaporation.
The physioal influences these prooesses have on the intensity of the
cyclone are not known - nor is it clear how large and small oyclonos
might interact with their environment. Chapter 4 describes the
structure of large and small cyclones and Chapter 5 discusses how these
structural differences might affect the dynamics of the cyclone.
1.1 Definitions
The topic of cyclone size is a relatively new one, and some
confusion has arisen in the past over the terms 'size', 'strength',
'intensity', 'growth', etc. A major point of this paper is that changes
in the structure of a tropical oyclone vortex can occur in several
different modes. These modes are illustrated in Fig. 2 and described
below. A summary is given in Table 1.
Intensity. A measure of the extreme value of a meteorological
variable in a tropical cyclone. Minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) and
maximum sustained winds are usually used to describe the intensity of a
cyclone. Intensification refers to a decrease in MSLP or an increase in
maximum winds.
Size. The areal extent of a tropical cyclone circulation. It is
operationally measured as the extent of winds above a certain speed,
-1usually gale force (17 m s ), or as the average radius of outer closed
isobar (ROCI). The latter is used throughout this paper. Growth refers
to an expansion of the tropical cyclone circulation.
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Strength. The average wind speed in the cyclone circulation. Note
from Fig. 2 that the strength of a cyclone can change even though the
intensity (maximum wind) and size (extent of gales) remain constant.
Strength is not dealt with explicitly in this paper.

2. DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Four data sets are used in this paper: 1) A set of cyclone
positions and sizes for the Atlantic basin, 1957-1977, 2) positions and
sizes for the western North Paoific basin, 1961-1969, 3) Atlantio basin
rawinsonde observations (Fig. 3) for 1957-1977, and 4) Pacific
rawinsonde observations (Fig. 4) for 1961-1969. The tropical cyclone
size climatology presented in Chapter 3 is based on the position and
size records, and the structure of large and small cyclones as described
in Chapter 4 is determined by compositing the rawinsonde observations.
The rawinsonde data sets and the compositing approach have been in
existence for several years and have been widely used by other members
of Professor Gray's tropioal cyclone research project. The size records
are much less well documented, and did not even exist for the Atlantic
prior to this study. Both the rawinsonde data and the traok/size data
are described in greater detail below.
2.1 Rawinsonde Data
Two rawinsonde data sets were used to examine the structure of
large and small cyclones - an Atlantic set consisting of about 50,000
soundings from 103 stations over a period of 21 years from 1957-1977,
and a Pacific set, with about 18,000 soundings from 28 stations over a 9
year period from 1961-1969. The location of the rawinsonde stations for
the Atlantic and Pacific sets are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.
The Pacific set is a subgroup of the 10 year (1961-1970) rawinsonde set




structure. energetics and motion. The Atlantic set is an extension of
the 14 year (1961-1974) set used in structure and motion studies of
Atlantic tropical weather systems by Chan £! al. (1980). Frank and Gray
(1980) and McBride and Zehr (1981). The contents of these sets. the
details of their preparation. and the rawinsonde compositing method are
described in Gray et a1. (1982).
2.2 Tropical Cyclone Position and Size Records
The Pacific cyclone position and size data were prepared at the
Joint Typhoon Warning Center on Guam and made available by the Naval
Environmental P~ediction Research Facility (NEPRF) at Monterey. CA.
Each record consists of a position. maximum wind, minimum sea level
pressure (MSLP), speed and direction of motion, and average radius of
outer closed isobar (ROCI) at 00 GMT and 12 GMT for tropical storms and
typhoons during 1961-1969. The set includes 201 cyclones and a total of
2576 records.
The Atlantic basin position set was built using the National
Hurricane Center (NBC) track file (Jarvinen and Caso, 1978) whioh
consists of position, estimated maximum sustained winds. and MSLP (where
available) at 6 hour intervals. These records were used to compute
speed and direction at 00 GMT and 12 GMT, and then merged with ROCI data
(determined as described below) to obtain complete records, analogous to
those for the Pacific. for the tropical storms and hurricanes of 1957-
1977. The Atlantic position set contains 183 cyclones and 1722 position
records.
Measurements of the radius of outer closed isobar are not recorded
operationally in the Atlantic, and therefore had to be extracted from
archived NBC surface analyses, available on microfilm at Colorado State
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University. The ROCI is defined as the average of the distances to the
north, east, south and west of the cyclone center to the closed isobar
having the highest value. These values are expressed in whole degrees
latitude so as to be compatible with existing data for. Pacific cyclones.
Prior to 1964, charts were analyzed at 3 mb intervals and had to be
redrawn at 2 mb intervals for consistency with Pacific and later
Atlantic analyses, and some additional reanalysis of charts was
performed when needed. Occasionally, particularly when a cyclone was
just forming, the outer closed isobar was elongated or distorted. In
such cases, the next-lower valued isobar was taken as the outer closed
isobar. A schematic of the measurement technique is shown in Fig. S.
The ROCI has its disadvantages as a measure of cyclone size. It is
somewhat dependent on the environmental pressure gradient, is not as
physically relevant as is the wind field, and is subjectively
determined. It is nevertheless the best meaSUre of cyclone size that is
available throughout the life of a cyclone. Because the surface
pressure is generally smooth and well-behaved, it is an easier field to
estimate than is wind, which may vary sharply in the horizontal. Since
a size estimate is needed for every cyclone position on file so that a
climatology can be made, the ROCI is believed to be the best choice of a
size estimate. In addition, the relationship between radius of outer
closed isobar and the cyclone wind field is consistent and statistically











Average ROCI = 3° Lot
Fig. S. Example of the method used to determine the average radius of
outer closed isobar (ROCI) of a tropical cyclone.
3. CLIMATOLOGY OF TROPICAL CYCLONE SIZE
A meteorological phenomenon can often be partly understood simply
by identifying where, when and with what frequency it occurs. A major
component of this paper is a climatology of the tropical cyclone based
on size. Such studies are few and limited in scope in the Pacific
(Brand, 1972, and Arakawa, 1950) and altogether nonexistent in"the
Atlantic. The climatology will be developed in parallel for each basin.
Four topics will be discussed in turn: 1) the overall distribution of
cyclone sizes in each ocean basin, 2) the monthly variation of the size
distribution, 3) the spatial variation in cyclone size across the basin,
and 4) the typical changes in size during the life cycle of a typhoon or
hurricane.
3.1 Overall Size Distributions
The distributions of size of all cyclones for the Atlantic (1957-
1977) and Pacific (1961-1969) are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively.
The size difference between Atlantic and Pacific cyclones which has been
previously described qualitatively (Atkinson, 1971) is plainly evident.
Table 2 shows some of the statistical attributes of these distributions.
It can be seen that the ROCI of the 'mean' Pacific cyclone is about
1.S degrees larger than that of the Atlantic cyclone. This represents a
difference of about 40 percent in the mean radius between the two
basins. For a circular outer closed isobar, the enolosed area is over
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Statistical attributes of the distributions of tropical cyclone size for
the north Atlantic and northwest Pacific basins.
Atlantic Pacific
Number of Records 1722 2576
RADIUS(degrees latitude)
Mean 3.0 4.6
Standard Deviation 1.4 2.0
Median 2.4 3.8
25th percentile 1.5 2.6




Standard Deviation 9.8 21.8
Median 5.9 14.4
25th percentile 2.4 7.0
75th percentile 11.5 26.1
An immediate inference is that some environmental influence
modulates cyclone size and causes a characteristically larger cyclone in
the Pacific. If this is the case, it might be expected that this
environmental control also varies seasonally. The next section examines
this possibility.
3.2 Seasonal Variability of Tropical Cyclone Size
The seasonal change of cyclone size is summarized in Fig. 8
(Atlantic) and Fig. 9 (Pacific). With the exception of the relatively
few Pacific cyclones which occur in the period December-April, the two
curves are similar; both display a relative size minimum in mid-summer
and a maximum in October. May cyclones are quite rare in the Atlantic,
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Fig. 8. Monthly progression of median, 25th, and 75th percentile of
size for Atlantic tropical cyclones (includes all tropical
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the Pacific tropical cyclones
(includes all tropical storms and typhoons), 1961-1969.
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The simplest explanation for the seasonal variation would be to
relate cyclone size and intensity. as defined by MSLP or maximum winds.
The strongest cyclones would then be expected in October. with weaker
ones in midsummer. Examination of the wind data show this not to be the
case, however. Time series of maximum wind of tropical cyclones are
presented for the Atlantic in Fig. 10 and Pacific in Fig. 11. In both
basins. September cyclones are at least as intense as October ones and.
although a weak intensity minimum does appear in July in the Pacific.
the Atlantic shows only a monotonic increase in strength through the
midsummer size minimum. Another discrepancy between intensity and size
occurs in the spring in the Pacific, where the size maximum in March
leads the April intensity maximum. The opposite occurs in fall in both
basins; maximum intensity (September) leads maximum size (October).
Although trends in intensity account for part of the seasonal trend in
size, additional factors appear to be involved.
3.3 Spatial Variability of Tropical Cyclone Size
It has been shown (Dunn and Miller. 1960) that cyclone genesis
occurs in different parts of the basin at different times of the year.
Love (1982) has furnished evidence that periods of tropical cyclone
genesis in the northwest Pacific are preceded by synoptic and planetary
scale changes in the tropospheric circulation of both hemispheres. In
the Atlantic. the few June cyclones that do occur usually form in the
northwest Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. The area of genesis
shifts to the central tropical Atlantic in August and September and back
to the Caribbean-Gulf area in October in response to environmental
controls. Pacific cyclone genesis tends to follow the monsoon trough
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Fig. 10. Monthly progression of median. 25th. and 75th percentile values
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for the Pacific tropical cyclones, 1961-
1969.
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and Reiter, 1980). An examination of the size and track data for both
the Atlantic and Pacific reveals similar areas where large or small
cyclones typically occur; these areas also change seasonally.
To examine spatial variability, it is necessary to tabulate cyclone
occurrences within relatively small regions (S degree latitude-longitude
cells are used here). When monthly tabulations are made, not enough
cyclone cases are available in some areas to insure a stable mean or
median. The alternative approach chosen was to divide the cyclones more
coarsely into three categories: 'small', 'medium' or 'large', based on
size, and subdivide each of these groups by intensity, either 'tropical
storm' or 'hurricane/typhoon', for a total of 6 categories in each
basin. The criteria for the categories are shown in Table 3, and the
percent frequency of occurrence of each category is given in Table 4.
TABLE 3
Criteria used in classifying tropical cyclones by size and intensity in
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MSLP > 980 mb
Hurricane/ VmaxTyphoon
-1
) 33 m s Typhoon MSLP < 980 mb
V = Maximum Sustained Windmax MSLP = Minimum Sea Level Pressure
SIZE
Small ROCI = 1-2 deg. lat.
Medium ROCI = 3 deg. lat.
Large ROCI ) 3 deg. lat.
ROCI = Radius of Outer Closed Isobar
ROCI = 1-3 deg. lat.
ROCI = 4-5 deg. lat.
ROCI > S deg. lat.
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TABLE 4
Frequency of occurrence of size and intensity categories as percentages
of basin totals for the north Atlantic and northwest Pacific.
AlLANTIC
Small Medium Large AU Sizes
Trop. Storm 23.2 11.6 9.1 43.9
Hurricane 15.6 18.4 22.1 56.1
All Intensities 38.8 30.0 31.2 100.0
PACIFIC
Small Medium Large All Sizes
Trop. Storm 24.8 19.7 8.4 52.9
Typhoon 10.5 19.6 17.0 47.1
All Intensities 35.3 39.3 25.4 100.0
The intensity criteria were chosen for consistency with the
operational designation 'hurricane' in the Atlantic. and the separation
for the 'typhoon' rawinsonde composite (Frank. 1977) in the Pacific. In
the northwest Pacific. a pressure of 980 mb typically corresponds to a
maximum wind of 30-35 m s-1 (Atkinson and Holliday. 1977; Dvorak. 1975)
which is close to the operational separation (based on maximum wind) at
-133 m s • The size criteria were chosen so as to divide the cyclones of
each basin into roughly equal thirds.
Monthly percent frequencies of these categories (the percentage of
cyclones in a given month which fall into a specific category) display
the same seasonal trends as the quantile time series presented in Figs.
8-11. TWo examples from the Atlantic basin are shown in Figs. 12 and
13. These figures show the percentage of all tropical cyclones in a
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Fig. 13. Monthly percent frequencies of large tropical cyclones
(hurricanes and typhoons) for the Atlantic basin, 1957-1977.
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(Fig. 13). What is indicated is the percent frequency of a particular
type in a given month. Note that the September-October intensity
maximum and October size maximum discussed oarlier are again evident.
Maps of spatial relative frequencies will be used to examine
geographical variability of cyclone size.
Figures 14-16 show the percent frequencies of large cyclones for
the northwest Pacific for the months of August, September and October.
Corresponding maps for the north Atlantic are shown in Figs. 17-19.
Percent frequencies are computed for a cell only if the total number of
cyclone positions is five or more. The August-october period is
presented for two reasons: 1) sufficient cases are available over a
large area of the basin, and 2) the period covers a transition from a
month of small cyclones (August) to a month of large ones (October).
The August-October period in the Pacific will be discussed first
since the two existing studies of cyclone size (Arakawa, 1950; Brand,
1972) concern this basin. The August chart in Fig. 14 shows a
comparatively broken pattern, but an area of enhanced large cyclone
frequency can be seen east of the Philippines, and an area of suppressed
large cyclone frequency south and southwest of Japan. Brand (1972) and
Arakawa (1950) have both mentioned the latter area as a region where
very small typhoons tend to occur, especially in August. The size data
for 1961-1969 support this observation; for the region bounded by 25N-
35N and 125E-13SE, 32 percent of the 81 cyclone positions were of the
'small typhoon' classification. For the entire basin for the month of
August, small typhoons comprise 15 percent of the total, and on a yearly
basis they account for only 10 percent. Arakawa attributed their
formation to the convergence zone which develops when the western end of
.. 21.
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Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 17 except for September tropical cyclones.
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the subtropical ridge fractures and drifts northwestward over the Sea of
Japan. The result is a convergent but low-vorticity environment which
spawns the small typhoons. The more frequent occurrence of large
cyclones east of the Philippines corresponds with the typical location
of the monsoon trough. which tends to develop cyclones of relatively
large size.
Figure IS shows frequencies of large cyclones for September. In
contrast with August. the area south of Japan is dominated by large
cyclones. and the high-frequency region associated with the monsoon
trough has become more pronounced. The only areas where large cyclones
are relatively rare are the South China Sea and the area south of 20N
and east of 140E. The change in the frequency of large cyclones in the
area south of Japan is thought to be associated with the reversal of the
low-level flow which occurs over east Asia beginning in September; the
area changes from a region of low vorticity on the margin of a
subtropical high to a region of high vorticity between the subtropical
ridge and a developing polar high over the continent. By October. 'the
month of large cyclones'. the region of maximum frequency has shifted
southeastward, as the cold surges off of Asia become more frequent and
powerful (Fig. 16). Brand (1972) describes an area bounded by lSN-2SN
and 140E-14SE as a preferred area for very large typhoons having a ROCI
of 10 degrees or more. The frequency of large typhoons (ROCI 1 6
degrees) in this area based on the 1961-1969 sample is 64 percent, as
compared with a monthly percentage for the whole basin of 32 percent and
a yearly average of 17 percent.
Atlantic. The frequency pattern of large cyclones for the Atlantic
basin evolves in a similar fashion, but with one important difference:
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the absence of a monsoon trough means that large cyclones are relatively
rare south of 20N in all months. In August (Fig. 17). the pattern is
somewhat erratic. but large cyclones are most frequent in the
subtropical Atlantic from 30N to 35N. Of the 19 cyclone cases in the
Gulf of Mexico during August. none were large. This area is similar to
the small-typhoon region south of Japan. in that the environmental flow
is anticyclonic. southerly and relatively weak. In September (Fig. 18)
large cyclones become more frequent over the entire basin but
particularly in the subtropical Atlantic from 25N-40N. As in the
Pacific. this area begins to be affected by polar outbreaks during
September. resulting in a high-vorticity environment. Unlike the
Pacific. the Atlantic has no monsoon trough in September. and the
tropics south of 20N rarely experience a large cyclone. Note the change
of large cyclone frequency from south of 20N (rare) to north of 20N
(frequent). In October (Fig. 19) the preferred genesis area shifts out
of the central tropical Atlantic into the western Atlantic and northwest
Caribbean where a monsoon trough is occasionally observed. and large
cyclone activity reaches a maximum in an area somewhat to the south of
the high frequency area of September.
Examination of the maps of frequency of large cyclones has yielded
evidence that large and small cyclones are clustered in space as well as
time, and that the clustering is consistent in both the Atlantic and
Pacific basins. An increase in the frequency of large cyclones is
observed in early autumn as the environment over the western oceans
changes from anticyclonic to cyclonic with the beginning of cold
outbreaks from the continents of Asia and North America. Section 3.5
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will present some typical cyclone life histories and summarize the
climatology of large and small tropical cyclones.
3.4 The Relationship Between Size and Intensity
It was mentioned in the introduction and again earlier in this
chapter that cyclone size cannot be explained totally in terms of
cyclone intensity. although the two are related. This is illustrated i~
Figs. 20 and 21. which show size as a function of maximum wind for the
21 year Atlantic and 9 year Pacific cyclone samples respectively. Also
plotted is the least-squares regression line computed from the size and
maximum wind. A linear relationship does exist. but the percentage of
variance explained by it (around 10% in both cases) is small.
In the short term. particularly in the early stages of vortex
development. Zipser (1964) noted that small cyclones tended to intensify
more rapidly than weaker ones. at least for the 13 cases he examined.
The climatological data studied here did not reveal a general difference
of intensity change between large and small cyclones.
3.5 Characteristic Changes in Tropical Cyclone Size and Intensity
Thus far we have viewed tropical cyclone size as static - in terms
of occurrence in given locations and at given times. However. as with
all cyclone parameters. it changes as the cyclone moves through
different environments. Three collections of time series of cyclone
size are shown in Figs. 22-24. Figure 22 shows the evolution of size of
orelatively large Atlantic cyclones with a ROCI of 4 or more when they
first reach hurricane intensity. During the first several days. most of
them contract toward the basin mean value of 30 • Figures 23 and 24 both
show the changes of size of small hurricanes which start with a ROCI of
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Fig. 20. Tropical cyclone size as a function of maximum sustained wind
for Atlantic tropical cyclones, 1957-1977. Observations are
tabulated in classes of 10 latitude and 10 kts. The least
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Fig. 23. Changes in size 0b small westward-moving hurricanes with an
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Fig. 24. Changes in size of small. recurving or eastward moving
hurricanes with an initial ROCI of 2° latitude or less.
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which moved predominantly westward, while Fig. 24 is of recurving and
eastward-moving hurricanes. Westward-moving Atlantic hurricanes (Fig.
23) which begin small tend to remain that way - they never leave the
type of environment that spawned them. Recurving systems (Fig. 24)
usually grow as they reach the subtropics.
The above implies a characteristic life cycle of hurricanes
involving changes in size as well as intensity. Dunn and Miller (1960)
and Riehl (1979) divided the life of the Atlantic hurricane into four
idealized stages:
1) The formative stage -- a period from the development of the
initial vortex to the first occurrence of hurricane force
winds. The cyclone typically contracts slightly and develops
the characteristic high-energy core during this stage.
2) The immature stage -- a time of rapid intensification with only
a very slight change in size. The maximum wind of the
cyclone's life is attained at the end of this stage.
3) The mature stage -- the cyclone begins to grow during this
stage, but is no longer increasing in intensity. Most of the
severe hurricanes affecting the United States are in this
stage.
4) The decaying stage -- a period when the cyclone reaches its
greatest size and begins to collapse, while the maximum winds
diminish.
Such a model of hurricane evolution is useful even though there are
many exceptions to it during an actual ~yclone season. Using the
cyclone size and position data, more quantitative versions of this and
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other cyclone life cycles can be prepared by averaging cyclones of a
characteristic type. Three are presented here: 1) recurving Atlantic
hurricane, 2) October hurricane and 3) October supertyphoon.
The recurving Atlantic hurricane (Fig. 25) follows the life cycle
as described by Riehl. Twelve hurricanes which formed in the central
Atlantic and attained maximum winds of at least 45 m s-1 were averaged
together to determine wind and size on successive days after formation.
The cyclone forms with a ROCI of 2.5 degrees and remains at about the
same size for 3.5 days, and then grows slightly to 4 degrees as it
reaches its maximum winds of 60 m s-1. It attains a maximum size of 5
degrees one half day after recurvature and 7.5 days after genesis as its
-1
winds drop to around 35 m s • Note that the increase in size commences
as the cyclone turns northward, typically into a slowly-moving trough in
the westerlies associated with a polar high over the eastern United
States.
Figure 26 is a composite of six October hurricanes. Occasionally
in June or October the intertropical convergence zone shifts far enough
to the north in the western Caribbean Sea to acquire the cyclonic lower
tropospheric flow characteristic of a monsoon trough, and a cyclone of
this type may develop. They may on occasion become quite severe, but
most typically reach maximum winds of 45 mls or less, and remain at
nearly the same size or even contract slightly as they move into the
Atlantic. Their usual genesis size of 4 degrees is large for the
Atlantic.
Figure 27 shows the October supertyphoon, characteristically the
largest and most powerful tropical cyclone on earth. This cyclone is
based on an average of 6 typhoons with central pressures below 930 mb.
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Fig. 25. Average changes of size and intensity of 12 recurving Atlantic
hurricanes. The circle has the same radius as the average
outer closed isobar.
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Fig. 27. Same as Fig. 25 except for six October supertyphoons.
It forms at a size of 5 degrees in the monsoon trough. and
simultaneously deepens rapidly to 910 mb and grows to 8 degrees. Peak
winds reach about 75 m s-l. At recurvature it has a ROCI of 10 degrees
and winds of about 65 m s-l
These three life cycles are a very limited representation of the
patterns that can evolve. Some of the general conclusions resulting
from the climatology of large and small tropical cyclones are listed
below.
1) Typhoons and Pacific tropical storms are over twice as large as
their Atlantic counterparts when the area enclosed by the outer
closed isobar is considered.
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2) A consistent, seasonal progression in tropical cyclone size,
with a midsummer minimum and fall maximum, is present in both
ocean basins.
3) Large cyclones are more frequent in particular regions within
the basin where the lower-tropospheric vorticity of the
environment is relatively large -- in the vicinity of the
monsoon trough or between the subtropical ridge and the polar
anticyclones which begin to develop over the eastern United
States and China during early autumn.
4) Conversely, small cyclones are more frequent in areas of
minimum environmental vorticity -- the trade easterlies of the
tropical Atlantic and Pacific, and the subtropical ridge
margins of the midsummer Gulf of Mexico and extreme western
Pacific Ocean.
4. STRUCTURE OF LARGE AND SMALL TROPICAL CYCLONES
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter addressed the first task of this paper by
presenting a climatology describing the variability of tropical cyclone
size both temporally and spatially. This chapter discusses the
structural aspects of cyclone size. including mean wind fields based on
rawinsonde compo siting methods. differences between mean cyclones of
different sizes. basins. and intensities. statistical support for these
differences and some approximate spatial distributions of IS m s-1
surface winds.
The rawinsonde compositing method used in this work has been in use
on Professor Gray's tropical cyclone research project for several years.
For each cyclone position. all available rawinsonde soundings within 1So
latitude are navigated onto a polar-coordinate grid centered on the
cyclone. The basic grid (Fig. 28) consists of 8 octants subdivided into
8 belts. For wind compositing. the grid may be positioned in two ways -
geographically. with octant- 1 always to the north. or relative to the
cyclone. with octant 1 centered on the cyclone motion vector. The winds
themselves can also be modified by subtracting out the cyclone motion
vector. Four wind composites result: 1) Natural. or NAT - geographic
grid and total winds. 2) Motion. or MOT - geographic grid and relative
winds (cyclone motion removed). 3) Rotated or ROT - rotated grid and









Fig. 28. Grid used in compositing rawinsonde observations around
tropical cyclones.
rawinsonde compositing method has been extensively documented by Gray £1
al. (1982). The grid is repositioned for each cyclone central position,
and an average is computed for each sounding parameter at each of 21
pressure levels from the surface to SO mb using all soundings in each
grid region.
Rawinsonde composites were made for 11 mutually exclusive cyclone
position sets from Atlantic and Pacific in order to detect systematic
differences between large and small tropical cyclones. The six
stratifications for the Pacific are identical to those used to study the
climatology. The Atlantic composite stratifications have been modified
somewhat. Stratifications for both basins are listed in Table S. The
changes in the Atlantic stratifications from those used in the
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TABLE S
Stratification criteria for large and small tropical cyclones.
An.ANTIC
Small/Medium Tropical Storm R.{ 30 17 -1 < 33 -'1m s i V m smax
Large Tropical Storm R 1 40 17 m -1 < 33 -1s i V m s
Small/Medium Hurricane R .{ 30 V >
m!I
33 m smax -
s-1 LAT > 2SNLarge Hurricane North R 1 40 V 1 33 mmax -1
Large Hurrioane South R 1 40 V 1 33 m s LAT i 2SNmax
PACIFIC
Small Tropical Storm R < 30 MSLP > 980 mb
Medium Tropioal Storm 40 i R i SO MSLP > 980 mb
Large Tropioal Storm R 1 60 MSLP > 980 mb
Small Typhoon R.{ 30 MSLP i 980 mb
Medium Typhoon 40 i R.{ SO MSLP i 980 mb
Large Typhoon R i 60 MSLP i 980 mb
climatological study were to allow oomparisons between Atlantic and
Pacific cyclones after the influence of size differences have been
removed.
4.2 Mean Structural Differences Between Large and Small Tropical
Cyclones
The azimuthally averaged tangential winds in NAT coordinates for
four Atlantic and four Pacific composites are shown in the Appendix.
All are qualitatively similar - a maximum in tangential winds at small
radii and in the low to middle troposphere, decreasing upward and
becoming negative in the upper troposphere. The intercomparisons which
can be made are quite numerous, but will here be limited to three types:
1) oomparisons of cyclones of equivalent intensity and differing size,
2) comparisons of cyclones of equivalent siz~ and differing intensity,
and 3) comparisons of cyclones of equivalent size and intensity from
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different basins. Differences in strength are not treated explicitly
but are apparent in many of the comparisons.
Figures 29-32 show difference fields between cyclones of different
size but equivalent intensity. With the exception of the Atlantic large
hurricane minus the small/medium hurricane, the maximum tangential wind
differences lie in the low and middle troposphere at radii of 4
0
to 60
latitude. In all cases the wind differences in this region exceed 5 m
-1s - roughly equivalent to a doubling of wind speeds in this area.
Tangential wind difference fields for cyclones of different
intensities (Figs. 33-36) reveal the structural implications of size
differences and intensity differences. Differences in tangential wind
in excess of 5 m s-1 are here confined to the region inside 30 (40 for
olarge typhoon minus small typhoon), and changes from 4-6 are on the
-1
order of only 2.5 m s Even at 20 radius, where the typical
-1difference is about 7.5 m s a change of only 20%-40% is observed.
When it is then considered that the area from 4-60 radius is over twice
as large as the area from 0-3 0 radius, the importance of the wind
differences for cyclones of different sizes becomes apparent. Some of
the implications of cyclone size on cyclone dynamics will be addressed
in Chapter S.
A by-product of these size-based composites is the first
opportunity to compare hurricanes and typhoons after the size difference
has been eliminated. Figure 37 shows the difference between the
small/medium hurricane and small typhoon - both have a ROCI of 1-30 •
Most of the difference indicates that the small/medium hurricane is of
38






















Fig. 29. Difference of azimuthal mean tangential wind. Atlantic large
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Fig. 33. Same as Fig. 29 except for Atlantic small/medium hurricane
minus small tropical storm.
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Fig. 34. Same as Fig. 29 except for Atlantic large hurricane north
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Fig. 37. Same as Fig. 29 except for Atlantic small/medium hurricane


























Fig. 38. Same as Fig. 29 except for Atlantic large hurricane north
minus Pacific medium typhoon.
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lesser intensity. Figure 38 compares the large hurricane north with a
medium typhoon - again both systems are of equivalent size and the
differences are mainly apparent inside 20 radius.
4.3 Statistical Significance of Tangential Wind Differences
One criticism leveled at the rawinsonde compositing method in the
past is that formal assessment of the statistical significance of the
differences of means was seldom made. Because this paper uses an
indirect definition (the outer closed isobar measurement) to estimate
the size of the wind field, statistical support of the wind differences
is even more important.
The 850 mb winds are examined because they can be related to
surface winds (Frank and Gray, 1980). From the 850 mb wind
distributions it is possible to make not only statistical calculations
but also frequency-of-occurrence tables for surface wind speeds above a
threshold value.
The tangential winds at 850 mb are tabulated for all 8 octants and
8 belts in the ROT coordinate system for each Atlantic composite.
Because the rawinsonde stations are not evenly distributed, some of the
octants in the rawinsonde composites have mOre observations than others.
This complicates the statistical analysis. Adding all of the tangential
wind observations together and dividing by the total to get a mean will
give a biased result; the type of bias depends on where most of the
observations were. If most of the observations were to the right of the
cyclone (where the tangential wind is usually stronger) this mean would
be larger than the mean obtained if the belt were sampled perfectly and
the observations were thus evenly distributed over all octants. It is
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important that each octant. rather than each observation. is weighted
equally. A method for combining. or 'pooling'. the observations in this
manner is described below.
The approach used is to weight individual observations more heavily
in octants where they are less numerous. Wind data are tabulated into
-1 -1 -1
classes of 1 m s width (say. 6 m s i v < 7 m s ) for each octant
and belt in the composite grid (Fig. 28). The result is an array of
frequencies ni . k; each frequency is the number of observations in.J.
octant i (1 through 8) and belt j (1 through 8) which fell into speed
class k. For a particular belt and octant. adding all of the ni . k.J.
together gives the total number of observations in octant i and belt j.
designated by M. .• What is desired is a combination of all octant
1.J
values of n. j k for a particular belt; the result F. k is the pooled
1. • J.




1: n i . k W..i=1 • J. 1-3
(1)






























number of octants with at least 1 wind measurement
(equal to 8 except at inner radii where some octants
have no data)
number of winds of class k in iiA octant and jiA belt
weighting factor for i!A octant observations used to
compute j!A belt pooled distribution
number of observations in ith octant and jth belt_
1: n i · kall k - J,
computed from the distribution of observations M.. using Eq. 2.
1,J
Application of Eq. 1 to all wind olassses (the weighting faotors for a
given ootant and belt need be computed only onoe at each level) gives a
frequency distribution of tangential wind for belt j. The mean and
standard deviation of this distribution can then be calculated in the
usual way. Equation 3 gives an expression for the mean of the pooled
distribution. This mean is the same as that obtained by averaging all













= pooled frequency of wind class k in belt j
= midpoint of class k (i.e. the wind class 6 i v < 7 would
have midpoint 6.5).
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Figures 39 and 40 are prepared using the pooled frequency
o
distributions of 8S0 mb tangential wind for 7 belts (the 0-1 latitude
belt is omitted because it contains so few observations). The means are
computed using Eq. 3. and the 95% confidence limits for the means
estimated by using the t-distribution and the standard deviations of the
pooled distributions (Walpole and Myers. 1978). This test assumes that:
1) the observations making up the sample are independent and 2) the
underlying population is normally distributed. Inspection of the
distributions shows the second assumption to be quite good. The first
is less accurate because some of the observations come from the same
tropical cyclones. However. the differences between the means in Figs.
39 and 40 are so great that even using expanded confidence intervals to
compensate for the dependence in the data would not affect the
significance of the results.
4.4 Extent of 15 m s-l (30 kt) Surface Winds
Cyclone size becomes an important practical consideration because
of the extent of the surface wind field. Frank and Gray (1980) prepared
-1
a study of the frequency of occurrence of 15 m s (30 kt) surface winds
around tropical cyclones using rawinsonde compositing methods. They
assumed the surface winds to be 75% of the 850 mb winds. and tabulated
-1
the frequency of occurrence of 20 m s 850 mb winds around Atlantic
cyclones of different intensities and Pacific cyclones of different
intensities and sizes. They found that high winds at a given radius are
more frequent for larger and more intense cyclones. and relatively more
frequent on the right side of the vortex than on the left.
47
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Fig. 40. Same as Fig.
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39 except for Atlantic hurricanes.
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Using the wind speed frequenoy distributions from the Atlantic
rawinsonde composites desoribed earlier in this ohapter, the frequenoies
of 20 m s-1 850 mb winds were computed for 1-3 0 , 3-50 , and 5-70 latitude
radius for each octant. The results are plotted in Figs. 41-44. No
o
values are shown inside 1 latitude where the number of observations is
insufficient to obtain stable frequencies. The pattern which emerges is
similar to that observed in the mean winds - high winds at a given
radius are more frequent in large cyclones than small ones.
These wind fields were obtained from composites, but show the
-1
probability of encountering 15 m s surface winds at various locations
around individual cyclones of different sizes and strengths. With
refinements such frequencies could aid forecasters in estimating the
extent of gale force winds when central pressure and radius of outer-
closed-isobar estimates are available. By compositing satellite winds
and surface reports from ships, it might be possible to obtain a more
detailed and finely stratified set of figures like these which would be
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Fig. 44. Same as Fig. 41 except for large hurricanes north of 250
latitude.
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5 • MAI~ANCE OF LARGE AND SMALL CYCLONES AND ANGULAR MOMEN11JM
CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters it has been demonstrated that tropical
cyclones exhibit a range of sizes as well as maximum winds, and that
different sizes of cyclones tend to occur during particular times of
year and in particular locations. Significant structural differences in
both wind and mass fields are also apparent - large cyclones logically
perturb the basic state of the atmosphere over a larger area than do
smaller ones. This chapter discusses the implications of these
climatological and structural findings and attempts to provide a
physical explanation for the observed characteristics of tropical
cyclone size.
5.2 A Discussion of Angular Momentum in Tropical Cyclones
A powerful constraint on the tropical cyclone is the conservation
of angular momentum. The angular momentum about the cyclone center is
given by
=
!AM = EAM + RAM
1/2 f r 2 + rvo
(4)
where r is radius from the center, f o is the Coriolis parameter at the
latitude of the cyclone center, and v is the tangential wind. The
absolute angular momentum (!AM) is the sum of earth angular momentum
(EAM) and zelative angular momentum (RAM). The tropical cyclone, like
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any synoptic storm. is a concentration of cyclonic RAM which must be
accumulated and maintained in order for the storm to develop and
persist. This concentration is brought about by a circulation which
imports angular momentum. Pfeffer (1958). and Holland (1982) have
studied the angular momentum fluxes of tropical cyclones and have found
that the mean transverse circulation dominates within 400 km of the
center. Net inflow occurs in the low and middle troposphere where the
tangential wind is strong and cyclonic (high RAM). and net outflow
occurs in the upper troposphere, with low RAM. The result is a net
import of cyclonic RAM into the cyclone. At radii beyond 400 km. the
momentum transports are increasingly the result of horizontal eddy
fluxes. particularly in the upper troposphere where large asymmetries
are often observed (Black and Anthes, 1971; Lee. 1982).
For the tropical cyclone to remain in steady state. it is necessary
that the angular momentum flux into the cyclone offset the surface
losses. If the cyclone is also moving poleward (as is usually the
case). greater imports of RAM are required to account for the conversion
of RAM to RAM (Coriolis torque). Observations show the latter
requirement to be several times larger than the former outside the
high-energy core of the cyclone (Holland. 1982).
An increase in momentum influx beyond the transports needed to
balance friction and RAM changes will increase the RAM of the cyclone.
One result would be an increase in lower-tropospheric surface wind and
hence surface stress. In time. the increase in surface losses of RAM
would equal the increased transports and the cyclone would again
approach steady state. What is not immediately clear is how the
increase in RAM will be distributed - it could go to increase the
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maximum winds (intensification). the average wind speed in the vortex
(strength). or the extent of the circulation (growth). In the next
section it will be demonstrated that the high-energy core is relatively
unimportant to the total angular momentum of the tropical cyclone. while
the winds at greater radii are crucial. It is therefore hypothesized
that an increased convergence of angular momentum into a tropical
cyclone is directly associated with growth and strengthening. but not
necessarily with cyclone intensification.
5.3 Observed Angular Momentum Associated with Large and Small Tropical
Cyclones
Using the rawinsonde composites described in Chapter 4. the values
of relative angular momentum. earth angular momentum. absolute angular
momentum. and loss of angular momentum due to surface stress were
000 0calculated for 1 latitude radial belts from 2 to 6 and 2 belts from
60 to 140 • from 950 mb to 100 mb.
Because few rawinsonde observations exist inside 20 radius. it was
necessary to obtain an approximation to the wind field. It is assumed
that the vertically integrated wind field can be approximated by a
modified Rankine vortex (Hughes. 1952) of the form
f r- 1o x r o i r iv - - ro V r maxmax 0
v =
(5)
vo(r:)' r i rmax
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where
v = tangential wind,
Vo = tangential wind at specified radius r o'
v = maximum wind in the vortex,max
x = empirical vortex parameter, usually in the range 0.4 to 0.6. It
is here set equal to 0.5,
r = radius,
r = radius of vo' here taken to be 2
0 latitude or 222 km, and
0
r = radius of maximum winds.max
Such a profile has been demonstrated to fit surface winds with
reasonable accuracy (Riehl and Malkus, 1960) with value of x = 0.5.
Shea and Gray (1973) indicate that the value of x in the upper
troposphere is closer to 0.75. However, Shea and Gray (1973) also shows
that the shape of the tangential wind profile in the high-energy area
near the center changes little up to 500 mb, so for this calculation a
value of 0.5 will be used.
This profile is used to estimate the radial dependence of the
vertically averaged wind inside 2
0
radius, using the following steps:
1) Estimate V using the average maximum winds of the cyclones
max
for which the composite was made.
2) Subtract the mean cyclone speed of motion from the maximum wind
3)
4)
to obtain an estimate of the azimuthal average maximum wind.
Estimate the surface V for r at 20 latitude radius using 75%
o 0
oof the 850 mb composite tangential wind at 2 •





Use r obtained in Eq. 4 and assume that r is constantmax max
with height (Shea and Gray, 1973) to obtain vertically averaged
r •max
Calculate vertically integrated v from composite tangentialo
winds at 20 latitude radius.
Use v and r to solve Eq. 5 for estimated vertioallyo max
averaged V •max
.,
This fitted vortex can be multiplied by r and integrated exactly to
oyield an estimate of the RAM from the center of the cyclone to 2
latitude radius. Although the assumed profile shape and estimated r mx
for the tropospheric mean vortex are subject to error, an examination of
Figs. 45 and 46 show the angular momentum of the 0-20 region to be small
when compared with that of the rest of the circulation.
oThe 0-4 momentum is related to both cyclone size and intensity.
The Paoific typhoons have more momentum than Paoific tropioal storms,
but within eaoh intensity class the momentum content inoreases
monotonically with size. The Atlantic is less consistent, as the large
tropical storm has more momentum than the small hurricane, but the dual
influence of size and intensity is still apparent. The large hurricane
south of 25N is a bit unusual - observations of its relatively low
otangential winds at 2 and strong climatological maximum wind of 45 m
s-1 (highest of the Atlantic sets) place it as a relatively 'tight'
intensifying vortex within a large circulation envelope.
oFigure 46 shows the integrated momentum from the center to 8 •
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Fig. 45. Integrated relative angular momentum (RAM) from 00 _40 latitude
radius and 950 mb to 100 mb for Atlantic and Pacific tropical
cyclone composites. The shaded area is the RAM estimated for
the 0
0
_2 0 region using the fitted modified Rankine vortex
approximation described in the text.
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Fig. 46. Same as Fig. 4S except from 0°_8° radius. Shaded area is
again the estimated RAM from 0°_2° latitude radius.
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black) is negligible. and size is clearly dominant in determining
momentum amount. The large tropical storms contain more momentum than
all but the large hurricanes and typhoons. and only within a given size
class do intense systems necessarily possess more momentum than weaker
ones.
Figure 47 shows surface losses of angular momentum. obtained by
numerically integrating
F = (7)
where C 7 5 x 10-4 + 6.7 x 10-5 Iv f I (v f in m s-l) (Garratt.D=· sc sc
1977; Holland. 19S2) using 7" of the S50 mb composite winds as an
estimate of surface winds from 2
0
to SO radius. and using the fitted
Rankine vortex described earlier to estimate the surface winds from 20
radius to the center. Surface stress follows a trend similar to that of
RAM - a function of intensity and size at 0-40 • and more nearly a
function of size alone at O-So. oEven at 4 • the effects of size are
plain - the larger systems are experiencing more surface stress than
their smaller counterparts of equal intensity.
5.4 Implications of Angular Momentum Constraints for Cyclone Size
and Growth
As discussed in the previous section. large tropical cyclones are
observed to have more angular momentum than small ones and. over areas
of 40 radius and beyond. size is a more important factor than intensity
in determining total cyclone RAM. Surface stresses also follow the same
trend - over areas of SO radius. size is an important control. Several
implications arise from these observations.
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Fig. 47. Integrated surface sink of cyclone RAM from 0°_8° latitude
radius fo Atlantic and Pacific tropical cyclone composites.
The black area corresponds to surface losses in the area
within 2° latitude radius of the centero the hatched areafrom 2° to 4°, and the remainder from 4 to So.
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The most obvious implication is that the momentum transports into a
large cyclone must be greater than those into a small cyclone. just to
maintain it in steady state. The ratio involved is quite large; as can
be seen in Fig. 45 the large typhoon is subject to over five times as
much surface stress as a small one. The transports required for a
growing. moving storm must be larger still. Suppose that a small
hurricane were to increase its ROCI by 20 in 36 h. becoming a medium
o 0hurricane. while moving northward from 20 N to 22.5 N (an average speed
-1
of 2.1 m s ). and intensifying and strengthening such that the average
wind inside 20 latitude (hence the RAM also) were to increase to 1.5
times the 'small hurricane' estimate. The magnitude of the angular
momentum transports required are shown in Table 6.
TABLE 6




2 -2 -1 -1
Percentm s m s d •
2.86 x 1011 1.9 49.5
1.94 x 1011 1.3 33.5
.90 x 1011 0.6 15.5







*Angular momentum transport expressed as an average increase in
tangential wind.
The requirement for growth was described earlier - the tangential
wind is increasing at all radii. The 'motion' requirement arises
because the system is moving poleward to higher values of the Coriolis
parameter and the associated EAM is rising. Under conservation of
angular momentum. this too must be accounted for. either by an
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equivalent decrease in RAM (which we have specified does not happen) or
by transports. Note that the requirement to offset surface losses is
smaller than the first two, but of the same order, but the requirement
for intensification is negligible.
What happens in nature, of course, is that the environment supplies
a quantity of angular momentum and the cyclone responds, rather than the
cyclone issuing 'requirements' as in the simple example presented above.
A portion of the momentum goes to offset EAM changes as the cyclone
moves in response to its environmental flow, and the remainder goes to
spin up the wind field.
Growth of a tropical cyclone is hypothesized to result from
increasing fluxes of angular momentum at large radii around the vortex.
Holland (1982) has derived an equation for the tendency of relative
angular momentum in Lagrangian (following the cyclone) coordinates and
evaluated the terms using rawinsonde composite data. At large radii,
the momentum budget is controlled mainly by three effects: 1) the
meridional motion torque, 2) the eddy Coriolis torque and 3) the
horizontal eddy RAM flux.
The meridional motion torque arises from the changing value of f
with latitude, as described previously. Poleward-moving cyclones
experience an anticyclonic torque. The eddy Coriolis torque arises from
the relative motion of the environmental flow and the cyclone. If air
is flowing through the cyclone from pole to equator, it has a higher
value of f when entering than when leaving, and the cyclone experiences
a cyclonic torque. Note that the meridional motion and eddy Coriolis
torques work similarly, though they often oppose each other, as cyclones
usually move poleward faster than the environmental flow (Chan and Gray,
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1982). The horizontal eddy RAM flux arises when inflow (outflow) in
Lagrangian coordinates (cyclone motion vector subtracted from the winds)
coincides with maximum cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation.
With a growing cyclone we would expect more cyclonic values of
these effects. A paradox is that growth is associated with recurvature
and poleward motion - an increased anticyclonic motion torque. This is
apparently offset by the other effects~ however. Figure 48 shows two
characteristic lower-tropospheric flows - one associated with a small
cyclone and the other with a large or growing one. The presence of an
anticyclone (often of polar origin) to the northwest of the growing
cyclone results in an increased eddy Coriolis torque in the lower
troposphere~ and likely an increased eddy RAM flux as well. Because the
anticyclone is of polar origin~ the meridional flow to the west of the
cyclone is vertically sheared with southerlies overlying northerlies.
The mean tropospheric wind is still southerly~ so the cyclone moves










Fig. 48. Examples of environmental lower-tropospheric flows
associated with a small cyclone (left) and a large or
growing cyclone (right).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the relatively unexplored topic of tropical
cyclone size. A specification of the structure of a hurricane vortex is
presented in terms of three parameters: intensity, size and strength.
Size is estimated using the radius of outer closed isobar and a
climatology of tropical cyclone size in the northwest Pacific and north
Atlantic basins is presented. It is shown that Pacific cyclones are
significantly larger, and that seasonal and geographical variability in
tropical cyclone size occurs in both basins.
A first look at the structure of large and small tropical cyclones
is obtained by compositing rawinsonde observations. Comparisons between
large and small cyclones and intense and weak cyclones show the
importance of size differences - large systems have lower-tropospheric
winds at radii of 40 _6 0 latitude almost double those of small systems.
The area involved in these wind differences is quite large. The effects
of variations in intensity are confined to a much smaller area near the
cyclone center.
Some of the dynamical implications of these structural differences
are examined by computing the angular momentum and surface stresses
(')
associated with composite cyclones. When averaged over an area of 6
latitude radius or more, angular momentum and surface losses are related
more to size than intensity. An estimate of the horizontal flux of
angular momentum required to produce observed rates of cyclone growth
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shows it to be several times larger than the flux needed to replace
surface losses. Large cyclones occur as a result of formation in a
highly cyclonic environment such as a monsoon trough, or by growth.
Growth is hypothesized to result from enhanced momentum fluxes into the
cyclone, most often as it moves poleward between a subtropical
anticyclone and a polar outbreak anticyclone.
Some specific findings of this paper are:
1) The definition of cyclone size based on the radius of outer
closed isobar is a physically meaningful one, and the
difference in lower tropospheric winds between large and small
cyclones is statistically significant.
2) Pacific cyclones are significantly larger than Atlantic
cyclones.
3) Large cyclone frequency in both basins reaches a minimum in
midsummer (July or August) and a maximum in October.
4) Large cyclones tend to occur in the vicinity of the monsoon
trough (Pacific) and in the subtropics in autumn (Atlantic and
Pacific).
S) Differences in tangential winds between tropical cyclones of
different intensities are mainly confined to radii inside 2
0
•
6) Absolute angular momentum and surface losses of angular
momentum are related more strongly to size than intensity when
integrated over radii of 60 or more.
7) Characteristic areas of large cyclone occurrence in the
subtropics can be qualitatively explained by increased
horizontal fluxes of angular momentum associated with cold
surges impinging on the cyclones from the northwest.
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Much additional work remains to be done, as tropical cyclone
growth, motion and intensification are coupled by means of vortex-
environment interactions. Of particular interest is the relationship
between cyclone size, strength and intensity - growth seems explainable
as a direct result of increased angular momentum fluxes into the
cyclone, while strength and intensity changes are controlled by other
factors as well. A later research paper will attempt to address
intensification directly. Additional work planned on tropical cyclone
size will be efforts to develop information of operational use, such as
a pressure-wind relationship including the effects of size, detailed
statistics of the radius of gales around cyclones of different sizes,
and a survey of the effect of cyclone size on hurricane surge and
rainfall. Efforts will also be made to determine whether the increased
momentum fluxes can be consistently related to growth as has been
hypothesized, and in exactly what ways the increased fluxes occur.
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